Nonclinical Development of ENV905 (Difluprednate) Ophthalmic Implant for the Treatment of Inflammation and Pain Associated with Ocular Surgery.
Topical corticosteroids are widely used in the treatment of inflammation and pain after ocular surgery, but they possess several shortcomings, including frequent dosing and low patient adherence. We evaluated the efficacy and pharmacokinetics of ENV905 (difluprednate or DFBA) Ophthalmic Implant, a single-dose drug delivery system, compared with 0.05% Durezol. PRINT® technology was used to fabricate ENV905 implants for either intracameral (IC) or subconjunctival (SCJ) delivery of extended-release DFBA. A postoperative inflammation model and ocular pharmacokinetics studies of ENV905 or Durezol were conducted in albino rabbits for a maximum of 12 weeks. Suppression of ocular inflammation was marked for both IC and SJC ENV905 compared with placebo, and it was superior or equivalent to that observed with QID Durezol. Concentrations of desacetyl difluprednate (DFB, active metabolite) peaked on day 1 and tapered over time for ENV905, with IC ENV905 delivering DFB to the target tissue at the time of greatest inflammation, whereas SJC produced a longer duration of exposure. Durezol eyes demonstrated consistent exposure over time with maximal exposure in the cornea. Although the pharmacokinetic profile differed for the two routes, efficacy was similar. ENV905 was well tolerated and demonstrated a robust reduction in ocular inflammation with targeted drug delivery. The results from these studies show that ENV905 provides a sustained therapeutic effect after a single dose. By resolving low patient compliance and eliminating the peaks and troughs in drug concentration, sustained drug delivery via ENV905 may further improve the overall control of postoperative inflammation and pain.